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"Unspun"Librarians Take up 

verifying sources, civil liberties 

is not new 

Checkology has interactive landscape 

 

select add gain Become Like share share 

Help"Blur sharpen Brush up explore get 

involved 

 

with a click, and interest 
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mourning, solidarity, and defiance 

fracturing and dissent reject the binary 

invented by the media, pitting freedom 

against extremism, “us” against the 

terrorists Je suis Ahmed the bloodiest of 

national anthems its lyrics, its xenophobia, 

its violence What if everybody stayed home? 

Who inherits the city then? a prison were 

once theatres they tried to kill a king a 

woman standing on a balcony in a long 

black dress, in a black hat, covered with 

netting drawings, pens galore, piles of 

flowers, tea-lights that never go out 
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outdoor childhoods – urban or rural – 

exhausted and resolute, freezing and 

ecstatic 

we are lost Without experience 

 

Everything is possible. Nothing is possible. 

 

women have dared to develop videogames 

“deeply sensitive and guarded” 

an indispensable tool for learning, watching 

sport, consulting a doctor 

“Very brave behind a computer screen” 

 

just “for the lulz” 

absurdist babble 

hikikomori  
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The project is a taxonomical mania a feeling 

of enforced upkeep I just about tolerate; 

scroll, scroll, scroll, and scroll Twitter, 

followed by Facebook, followed by 

Instagram my promiscuous eye against 

squads of bots or a machine, I think a 

migratory place of scavenged wooden 

planks, tarpaulin and blankets A sea of 

tents, shopping trolleys, and cardboard 

boxes, burning bins, there is poverty which, 

a famous sociopath,  I despise: sex workers 

like emaciated dogs searching for food, or 

money alcohol and cigarettes The difference 

becomes broken teeth, facial scarring, 

composites also: a purple dress black bra 

straps poking and cowboy boots what else 

isn’t real? There’s a distinct lack of empathy 
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